T23 Bulk editions are optimized for low cost
shipping and are cost-effective for volume fleet
management and volume installation cases.
T23 bulk can be ordered with or without the
standard 12V immobilizer relay and is perfect for
vehicle security and fleet tracking*.

12V Standard immobilizer
relay for vehicle security

*24V custom voltage regulator for heavy vehicles and Intelligent
Immobilizer also available. Contact us for more information.

Volume Installation
Fleet Management
Vehicle Security

Buying in bulk is a cost-effective way for volume installation cases or any
other instance where you handle the installation for your customer.

Add the needed accessories according to your need:
T23-ATB The T23 Remote Microphone and Panic Button are not

included in T23 bulk editions but may be added using the
following order codes. For a complete list of T23 accessories,
T23-SOS contact your dedicated Tramigo representative.

Using the standard immobilizer relay is the most
cost-effective way to add the engine disable
feature to Tramigo T23. The 12 Volt immobilizer
relay is included in the T23-RS12 version.
The immobilizer relay allows remote ignition or
engine disabling via SMS or GPRS from your
control center or any mobile phone or tablet.
The T23 12 Volt immobilizer relay is connected to
the standard T23 power cabling and is compatible
with all 12 Volt systems.
Warranty Note: T23-FG and RS12 are designed for 12V systems. Installing T23 to a 24V
system without voltage surge protection voids warranty. Custom voltage surge
protectors are available for heavy vehicle use - ask your Tramigo dealer for more info.

Shipping Info
T23 bulk versions are shipped without a retail
package for maximum cost effectiveness and
come in a protective plastic bag.

T23 versions without a salesbox:

Tramigo T23 Tracking Device

T23-RS12

T23-FG

Tramigo’s latest vehicle tracker that’s perfect for fleet tracking. For more
information on T23’s features, visit us at www.tramigo.com

12Volt Immobilizer Relay

Cost effective relay that connects T23 to any 12V system, adding remote
ignition/engine shutdown functions.

Vehicle Power / IO Alarm Cables

Connects T23 to vehicle power and allows ignition detection an external sensor
connections (4 inputs, 3 outputs)

Back Up Battery

Allows T23 to continue operation for several days in case vehicle power is cut or
damaged. Required for power cut alarm function.

External GPS Antenna

Enhances T23’s internal antenna and allows double protection and hidden
installation in a location less likely to be discovered by thieves or dishonest staff.

Full Software Package

Tramigo T23 comes with full smartphone, tablet, standalone PC and control
center server software for full online or offline control of your vehicles.

Reselling direct to consumers or need to display your Tramigo T23?

Ready-to-sell retail package also available. T23-C contains a wide range of accessories and software to track on a phone,
tablet or PC. Ask us for more information.
Tramigo is a company of private capital with its headquarters in Finland and subsidiaries in Africa, Asia, Latin America, the Middle East and Europe. Tramigo manufactures
the worlds best selling tracking devices that are easy and economical to use in everyday life and business applications. Tramigo products are globally available. For more
information about Tramigo tracking products, please visit www.tramigo.com. For distributor, re-seller and partnership opportunities, email info@tramigo.com

